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Zusammenfassung 

Anorganische Katalysatoren zeigen zwar vielversprechende Ergebnisse für die photokatalytische 

Wasserstofferzeugung, sind aber aufgrund ihrer großen Bandlücke eingeschränkt einsetzbar, so dass 

nur ein kleiner Teil des Sonnenspektrums für Wasserspaltungsreaktionen genutzt werden kann. 

Organische Halbleiter hingegen können leicht modifiziert werden, so dass die Bandlücke auf bestimmte 

Absorptionsbereiche abgestimmt werden kann. Dadurch kann die Anzahl der Photonen, die 

photokatalytische Reaktionen auslösen können, maximiert werden.  

In dieser Arbeit wird ein neues ternäres Polymer-Nanopartikelsystem (Pdots) für die 

Wasserstoffreduktion in der Photokatalyse vorgestellt. Das System besteht aus dem Polymer PTQ10 

und den Akzeptormolekülen ITIC und Y5 und weist eine Wasserstoffentwicklungsrate (HER) von 

66,5 mmol g-1 h-1 oder 1,82 mL g-1 h-1 auf. Die photophysikalischen Eigenschaften des Systems sowie 

der einzelnen Komponenten werden mit UV-Vis und Fluoreszenzspektroskopie charakterisiert. 

Darüber hinaus wird der Einfluss von Energie- und Ladungstransferprozessen zwischen den 

Komponenten auf die photokatalytische Aktivität mittels stationärer und transienter 

Absorptionsspektroskopie untersucht. Dabei wird eine Donor/Akzeptor-Grenzfläche zwischen PTQ10 

als Donor und ITIC und Y5 als Akzeptoren identifiziert. Die Übertragungsprozesse zwischen Donor 

und Akzeptor werden von der Energieübertragung dominiert.  
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Abstract 

While inorganic catalysts show promising results for photocatalytic hydrogen production, they are 

mostly limited due to their large bandgap and therefore, only a small part of the solar spectrum can be 

utilized for water splitting reactions. Organic semiconductors on the other hand can be easily modified, 

which allows to tune the band gap to specific absorption regions. This helps maximizing the number of 

photons that can induce photocatalytic reactions. 

This work introduces a new ternary Polymer Nanoparticle (Pdots) system for hydrogen reduction in 

photocatalysis. The system consists of the polymer PTQ10 and the acceptor molecules ITIC and Y5 

and shows a hydrogen evolution rate (HER) of 66.5 mmol g-1 h-1 or 1.82 mL g-1 h-1. The photophysical 

properties of the system as well as the single components is characterized with UV-Vis and 

Fluorescence Spectroscopy. Furthermore, the impact of energy and charge transfer processes between 

the components on the photocatalytic activity is investigated using steady state and transient 

absorption spectroscopy. Thereby, a donor/acceptor interface between PTQ10 as donor, and ITIC 

and Y5 as acceptors is identified. The transfer processes between donor and acceptor are dominated 

by energy transfer.  
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1 Introduction 

Climate change presents one of the biggest challenges in modern history (1, 2). The Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) predicts drastic consequences if the goal of limiting global warming 

to 1.5 °C by 2050, compared to pre-industrial levels, cannot be reached (2). In 2015, the global energy 

demand was estimated to be approximately 1.6∙1014 kWh. If no drastic energy saving policies are 

implemented, by the year 2040, this energy demand is expected to increase by 25 % (3), while the 

current world population of 8 billion people is still expected to reach 10 billion people in 2050 (4).  

The 2015 Paris agreement laid out long-term temperature goals of limiting global warming to well 

below 2ºC, and preferably to below 1.5ºC, compared to pre-industrial levels.  To achieve the goals of 

the Paris agreement, a severe reduction of energy consumption in combination with a fast transition to 

a carbon free industry is needed. This means countries need to invest in and implement renewable 

energies as soon as possible.  

An issue with renewable energies such as wind and solar in comparison to fossil fuels is that they are 

intermittent, meaning that energy generated is dependent on uncontrollable external factors such as 

wind speed or amount of sunlight. As such, energy needs to be harvested when available and stored 

until needed. In addition to traditional energy storage methods like batteries, other methods need to be 

implemented to address this additional need for storage as renewable energies become more 

widespread. One of the alternative energy carriers that could address this demand is hydrogen. Even 

though there are still technological challenges to overcome, hydrogen has become a promising 

alternative to carbon-based fuels, due to its properties as a non-polluting energy carrier with a high 

gravimetric energy density (5, 6). However, currently approximately 96 % of hydrogen is produced 

from fossil fuels (7). Therefore, alternative hydrogen production methods are needed.  

The renewable approach to hydrogen production is water splitting. This can either be achieved by 

electrolysis or through photocatalysis. While water splitting through photocatalysis with inorganic 

catalysts has already been investigated for some decades, organic catalysts have gained more interest 

recently, for their properties of smaller bandgaps and the ease to synthesize and adapt them. This way, 

a larger part of the solar spectrum can be absorbed and thus used for water splitting reactions. For a 

complete water splitting reaction a complex, concerted redox mechanism is needed. With organic 

catalysts so far, these reactions were preferably studied separately, with the goal to later implement the 

reduction and oxidation in a system that allows complete water splitting without sacrificial donors.  

This work focuses on the reduction of hydrogen using organic polymer nanoparticles (also known as 

“Pdots”). Pdots can be easily prepared and have shown promising efficiencies in the past years (8, 9). 

Finding new combinations of polymers and acceptors for these Pdots and understanding their 

fundamental photophysical processes is key to further improvement of this method, enabling it to be 

competitive with other catalysts. 
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In this work Pdots, consisting of a donor polymer PTQ10 and two acceptors ITIC and Y5 are 

introduced. Their hydrogen evolution rate (HER) was discussed and photophysical processes were 

investigated.  

1.1 Hydrogen  

1.1.1 Hydrogen as Fuel 

In the past decades hydrogen has emerged as a promising energy carrier. The simple reaction of 

hydrogen and oxygen to water can provide the energy either through combustion or more often in 

electric form through conversion in fuel cells. The only byproduct is water, which is the main selling 

point, as a closed cycle of converting water to hydrogen and back to water, is rather easy achievable 

due to the abundancy of water. However, the transition to a (partially) hydrogen-powered world poses 

significant challenges that must be addressed. To fully comprehend these challenges, a thorough 

understanding of the properties of hydrogen is necessary. 

1.1.2 Hydrogen Production Methods 

As of 2017, 96% of hydrogen is still being produced from fossil fuels (7), indicating a pressing need for 

alternative and renewable hydrogen production methods. In this regard, a few viable methods are 

briefly outlined below. 

BBiioommaassss  

Plants and trees are naturally grown through the process of natural photosynthesis. Their organic 

matter can then either be directly burned to use the combustion energy or derive energy carriers, such 

as ethanol, methanol, and biodiesel. These liquid fuels are the main derivatives of biomass. However, 

hydrogen can also be obtained from biomass through pyrolysis and steam reforming (10). Biomass is 

quite controversial, as it can compete with land use in the agricultural sector and can therefore raise 

food prices or lead to deforestation (11). It is therefore advisable to reduce the use of biomass to certain 

fields, where competition with food production can be avoided, for example through the use of food 

waste rather than new crops as a biofuel (12).  

WWaatteerr  EElleeccttrroollyyssiiss  

Water electrolysis works through cleavage of water using electric energy, which would ideally come 

from renewable sources. Electrolysis cells can be directly linked to solar cells, wind plants, or 

hydroelectric plants. The problem of the intermittency of these technologies would therefore be tackled 

by storing the excessive energy in the form of hydrogen, which could then in return be used to produce 

electric energy, when demand exceeds supply. (10) 

PPhhoottoocchheemmiiccaall  RReeaaccttiioonnss  

The linkage of electrolysis cells with other power plants comes with inevitable energy losses. Therefore, 

the holy grail of hydrogen production would be the direct production of hydrogen from sunlight, through 
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photocatalysis (10). While this method is still in its early stages, it has recently raised high interest in the 

scientific community and many different approaches have evolved to establish it. This work focuses on 

the approach of using polymer nanoparticles (Pdots) as photocatalyst for water splitting reactions. A 

detailed description of this follows in chapter 1.3. 

1.1.3 Hydrogen Storage 

Hydrogen is highly reactive and can therefore not be found in its molecular state, but rather bound to 

other molecules, for example with oxygen in water, or carbon in organic compounds. Therefore, it is 

not considered an alternative fuel but rather an energy carrier. Next to the production of hydrogen, 

storage poses a big challenge. While hydrogen has a high gravimetric energy content of 120 MJ kg-1 

(compared to only 44.4 MJ kg-1 for gasoline) (5, 6) in its gaseous form it occupies a large volume, which 

would require large containers for storage. To address this, researchers have explored various 

approaches such as pressurizing hydrogen or converting it to its liquid state (13). The choice of 

hydrogen storage method typically depends on the intended time frame. For short-term storage, 

liquifying is often preferred due to the higher energy density of hydrogen in its liquid state. However, 

there is a risk of continuous evaporation and leakage due to the low boiling point of hydrogen. 

Additionally, special containers are required to maintain the low temperature of -253°C (14, 15). Gas 

storage is used for large scale storage. Containers for pressurized gas storage are made up of steel, 

aluminum and carbon fiber reinforced plastic composite materials (16), to omit leaking. A new 

promising method is solid state storage. The idea is to store hydrogen chemically bound to other 

materials, which would facilitate both the problem of leakage and the problem of the low volumetric 

energy density, as hydrogen would appear in a condensed phase. In this case, the main approaches are 

storage as hydrides with metal alloys and storage in nanomaterials (17-19). Both methods are still in 

early stages and need further studying to establish the methods commercially.   

1.1.4 Safety Concerns 

Hydrogen is often perceived as a very dangerous gas, due to its high flammability. Coming back to 

some of the properties of hydrogen helps to understand the true safety concerns better. Hydrogen has 

a wide range of flammability, low minimum ignition energy and high burning velocity (20). Furthermore, 

it has a low boiling point (-253 °C) and low ignition temperature (585 °C) (21), while it has a large 

combustion energy (141.6 MJ kg-1), but only little energy is needed to ignite it (0.017 MJ kg-1) (22). 

To summarize the safety implications of hydrogen's unique properties, it is important to take certain 

precautions when handling this substance. Hydrogen's high diffusion rate and ease of ignition make it 

potentially hazardous, as it can quickly release large amounts of energy. To ensure the safe handling 

and use of hydrogen, it is important to take appropriate safety measures. This includes using materials 

with low to no permeability to prevent leaks, as well as implementing sensitive hydrogen detection 

methods. 
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To give a context to the safety issues in hydrogen, the University of Miami carried out experiments 

comparing leakage and ignition of hydrogen fueled cars with gasoline fueled cars. Due to the high 

diffusion of hydrogen, the fire of the hydrogen fueled car was extinguished after 100 s, leaving the 

interior of the car unharmed. Meanwhile, the gasoline fueled car kept burning for a long time, due to 

the slow evaporation of gasoline that kept the fire alive until the whole car was destroyed. (23)  

1.2 Development of Photocatalysts 

This chapter introduces the concept of using photocatalysts for water splitting. Based on knowledge of 

natural photosynthesis, presented in sub-chapter 1.2.1, the first semiconductor based artificial 

photocatalysts were introduced, explained in sub-chapter 1.2.2. This introduction will help with the 

understanding of the working principle of polymer nanoparticles used in this work. They will be 

introduced in sub-chapter 1.3.  

1.2.1 Natural Photosynthesis 

A common approach in research is trying to copy or imitate processes in nature. The same applies to 

photocatalytic reactions, where systems based on the knowledge of natural photosynthesis are being 

developed. Therefore, it is vital to understand the basics of natural photosynthesis, in order to better 

understand the approaches of artificial photocatalytic reactions. 

 

Figure 1: Schematic processes through natural photosynthesis (24) 

Figure 1 visualizes the processes of photosynthesis. Since explaining the whole processes would exceed 

the scope of this work, the focus will remain only on two fundamental steps of natural photosynthesis, 

that are key for efficient photocatalytic activity in artificial photosynthesis:   

1. Light harvesting and energy transfer 

2. Charge separation and electron transfer 
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LLiigghhtt  HHaarrvveessttiinngg  aanndd  EEnneerrggyy  TTrraannssffeerr  

Figure 1 illustrates that successful photosynthesis requires several parallel, concerted processes. As 

such, nature has evolved to use only a few reaction centers (RC), which are surrounded by so called 

“antenna complexes”. These help to “catch” the energy, which is then transferred to the RC, where the 

reaction can take place. This raises the probability that the different mechanism can concertedly run to 

enable the photocatalytic reaction, which splits water.  

The antenna complexes are mostly bacteriochlorophylls, chlorophylls, and carotenoids. Once they are 

excited from incoming sunlight, they transfer their energy to the reaction centers. This energy transfer 

is thought to happen through Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET), explained more detailed in 

chapter 1.3.2. However, in reality the transfer mechanism is probably more complex and can be 

extended with the Redfield Theory (25). Newer studies have shown that quantum coherence also plays 

a key role in the efficiency of these transfer processes (26). 

The main takeaway for artificial photosynthesis is to make use of efficient energy transfer to reaction 

centers.  

CChhaarrggee  SSeeppaarraattiioonn  aanndd  EElleeccttrroonn  TTrraannssffeerr  

Certain limitations apply to the use of photocatalysts for water splitting reactions. The reduction 

potential of the catalyst needs to be more positive than the water oxidation potential, but more negative 

than the hydrogen evolution reaction. Nature has addressed this, with a two-step Z-scheme made of 

two Photosystems, Photosystem I and Photosystem II (PS I & PSII), respectively. The energy scheme 

of these processes is shown in Figure 2. This scheme enables a better charge separation and one-way 

electron transfer processes. Furthermore, due to the two-step scheme, a broader spectrum of sunlight 

can be utilized, since the two steps require smaller energies than the same process with only one PS. 

The names of the chromophores P680 and P700 refer to the maximum wavelengths for excitation 

680 and 700 nm, respectively.  

 

Figure 2: Photosynthesis schematic energy diagram 
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EEffffiicciieennccyy  ooff  PPhhoottoossyynntthheessiiss  

One can calculate the efficiency as follows. The Photosystems PS II and PS I work in series; therefore, 

two photons are needed for each charge exchange between water and CO2. To form dioxygen and 

reduce CO2 requires 4 photons, which leads to 8 photons for this process. A glucose molecule C6H12O6 

therefore requires a minimum of 48 photons. To excite P680 a photon with a wavelength smaller than 

680 nm is required. 48 photons at this wavelength results in 176 kJ mol-1, which leads to a minimum 

energy of 8450 kJ mol-1. Burning of glucose in a calorimeter leads to an energy of 2810 kJ mol-1. 

Therefore, the theoretical efficiency would be about 30 %. However, considering other factors, such as 

the limited usable amount of sunlight, photodamage and saturation effects, as well as the mechanisms 

needed to maintain the organization in the plant, this value drops to efficiencies less than 1 % (27). 

1.2.2 Artificial Photosynthesis 

Natural Photosynthesis offers a greatly sustainable cycle: The same amount of CO2 that is captured 

through the growing process of the plants is released again upon combustion. However, this cycle is 

long, and efficiency is poor, as discussed in the previous sub-chapter. As such, scientists have attempted 

to replicate natural photosynthesis to make use of the solar energy more efficiently. This artificial 

approach is generally based on semiconductor physics. 

PPrrooppeerrttiieess  ooff  SSeemmiiccoonndduuccttoorrss  

The theory of water splitting with inorganic semiconductors has been thoroughly studied, since its first 

mentioning in 1972 by Fujishima and Honda using a TiO2 catalyst (28). Semiconductors are materials, 

which are characterized by their valence band (VB) and conduction band (CB) structure. Unlike metals, 

where these bands overlap, semiconductors exhibit a band gap between VB and CB, called the energy 

band gap (Eg), as illustrated in Figure 3. This band gap is a defining characteristic of semiconductor 

materials, with values typically ranging from 1 to 6 eV. Materials with band gaps larger than 6 eV are 

classified as insulators. 

 

Figure 3: Visualization of the band structure of metals, semiconductors, and insulators 
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For semiconductors the energy levels between valence band (VB) and conduction band (CB) are 

forbidden, meaning they are completely unoccupied. For an electron to move from VB to CB, it needs 

to be excited with energy greater than or equal to Eg. Therefore, Eg determines the spectral range in 

which electrons can be excited. The energy of photons can be described with: = ℎ  (Eq. 1) 

where ℎ is Planck’s constant and ν the frequency of the excitation wavelength. As shown in this 

equation, the energy of the photons is directly proportional to their frequency. Therefore, 

semiconducting materials with large band gaps are only compatible with high frequency light, such as 

UV. If lower frequency visible light is desired, semiconducting materials with smaller band gaps are 

required. 

WWaatteerr  SSpplliittttiinngg  MMeecchhaanniissmm  

The excitation of an electron from VB to CB produces a so-called electron-hole pair (also referred to 

as “exciton”). Subsequently, the electrons and holes slowly migrate to the surface of the semiconductors 

where the electron can reduce an acceptor (A) and the hole oxidize a donor (D). This is schematically 

shown in Figure 4. The water splitting process can be subdivided into a hydrogen evolution reaction 

(HER) and an oxygen evolution reaction (OER). For the further a potential of 0 eV and for the latter a 

potential of 1.23 eV (both vs. the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE)) results in a minimum band gap of 

1.23 eV, as requirement for semiconducting catalysts. Furthermore, for the reaction to be favorable, 

the bottom energy state of CB must have a more negative potential than the reduction potential of the 

H+/H2 couple, and the top energy state of VB must be more positive than the oxidation potential of the 

H2O/O2 couple. (27, 29) 

 

Figure 4: Schematic potential diagram of HER and OER with a semiconductor 

The great challenge for water splitting using semiconductors is the large bandgap of common inorganic 

semiconductors. For example, the band gap of TiO2 is 3.2 eV, which corresponds to a wavelength of 

approximately 390 nm. Since only photons with a higher energy can excite electrons to the CB, all 
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photons in the visible region are inefficient to induce charge separation and therefore the major amount 

of radiation by the sun cannot be used for water splitting reactions. This problem has been addressed 

by major research for example by doping semiconductors to tune the band gap to lower energies (27, 

30, 31). 

Another approach to this problem is the use of organic photocatalysts, which has emerged as a 

promising alternative to inorganic photocatalysts in recent years. A subgroup of these catalysts are 

polymer nanoparticles, which will be introduced in the next chapter. 

1.3 Polymer Nanoparticles (Pdots) 

The first successful organic photocatalyst for water splitting was mentioned in 1985 by Yanagida et al. 

(32), who was working with poly(p-phenylene) (PPP). However, even with strong efforts and multiple 

attempts to modify PPP, poor efficiency remained a problem. The first significant breakthrough was 

not achieved until 2009 with the use of graphitic nitride (33), which remains as one of the most 

promising organic catalysts to date.  

However, other groups of organic photocatalysts have emerged. On of these groups is that of 

conjugated organic polymers, which are based on Cooper et. al.’s research, who demonstrated the  first 

successful organic photocatalyst systems in 2015 (34). A subgroup of conjugated organic polymers are 

polymer nanoparticles (also referred to as “Pdots”), which can be used for water splitting reactions as 

suspended particles in water. The first use of Pdots for water splitting reactions was demonstrated by  

Tian et al. in 2016 (35). 

In this chapter, first the preparation of Pdots will be explained (sub-chapter 1.3.1), followed by an 

explanation of the photocatalytic working principle (sub-chapter 1.3.2) and finally the state of the art 

will be presented, highlighting current Pdots efficiencies and approaches (chapter 1.3.3). 

1.3.1 Preparation of Pdots 

The formation of nanoparticles, in this case Pdots, in water is based on the Ouzo Effect. Following this 

principle different preparation methods have emerged. The one used in this work is called the 

nanoprecipitation method.   

OOuuzzoo  EEffffeecctt  

The Ouzo Effect is named after the Greek alcoholic beverage Ouzo, which contains a certain amount 

of anis oil. When adding water to Ouzo, this oil will spontaneously nucleate to small stable droplets, 

thus giving the name to this effect. This can be utilized in photocatalytic systems to form homogenously 

distributed nanoparticles in water. The advantages of nanoparticles for photocatalytic reactions are the 

higher active surface and the shorter diffusion lengths for separated charges, needed to reach the 

surface of the particles to initiate redox reactions. Both these properties are vital to increase 

photocatalytic efficiency.  
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The Ouzo Effect is best explained with a three-component system, consisting of an organic solvent, a 

co-solvent (usually water) and a solute. First, a diluted solution of the solute in an organic solvent is 

prepared. Then, it is quickly mixed with an excess amount of water. In a certain region of the three-

component diagram (shown in Figure 5), the so called “Ouzo Region”, the solute that shows low 

solubility in water forms a relatively stable dispersion of small droplets (36). 

 

Figure 5: Three component system of an organic solvent, a co-solvent and a solute visualizing the “Ouzo Region”(36). 

The effect can further be explained with the metastable region between the binodal and the spinodal 

region of the three-component system. The binodal line describes the thermodynamical minima of the 

Gibbs-free-energy as a function of the mole fraction. The spinodal line describes the thermodynamical 

minima. In case of a high kinetic barrier a system can exist in this metastable region for a long time 

(36). 

A popular model to explain the growth of nanoparticles due to the Ouzo effect is Classical Nucleation 

Theory (CNT). Hereby, nanoparticles form spontaneously out of the supersaturated solvent, through 

local concentration fluctuations. The free energy of formation of a nucleus is then described with 

∆ = 4 + 43 ∆  
(Eq. 2) 

where r is the radius of the nucleus, γ the surface tension and ΔgV the difference in free energy between 

the two phases. Since the two terms are of opposite sign, ΔG shows a maximum at a certain nucleus 

radius r* with  

∗ = −2∆  
(Eq. 3) 

For the nanoprecipitation method, mixing of the components needs to be extremely fast, and the nuclei 

are thought to be formed out of a single batch. Then, nuclei that exceed r* will grow further by sticking 

other solutes to it, while nuclei smaller than r* will dissolve again. The growing of nuclei is limited to 
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the point where the concentration of the solute has reached thermodynamic equilibrium. (37) Fast 

mixing of the components has also shown to be vital for uniform size distribution (38, 39). 

Another process that can influence particle size and distribution is Ostwald ripening, first introduced in 

1961 by Lifschitz and Wagner (40, 41). It describes the growth of larger particles on the expense of 

smaller ones, leading to a smaller total number of larger particles. (42) 

NNaannoopprreecciippiittaattiioonn  MMeetthhoodd  

There are different techniques, based on the Ouzo Effect, that allow the implementation of this theory 

into practice. The mostly used technique, that has also been applied in the following experiments, is 

the nanoprecipitation method, that was first developed and patented by Fessi et al. in 1989 (43).  

As visualized in Figure 6, the nanoprecipitation method requires the use of an organic solvent that is 

highly miscible with water (e.g., THF, Ethanol…). The components that are planned to be included in 

the Pdots are first separately dissolved in the organic solvent and then mixed in the desired ratio. The 

organic mixture is then quickly mixed with water, as shown in the first step in Figure 6. In the next step, 

the solution is put in an ultrasonic bath, so that the particles are homogenously distributed. Finally, the 

organic solvent, that should have a lower boiling point than water, is evaporated, through heating or 

inert gas purging. The concentration of the nanoparticles can further be increased by removing excess 

amount of water (44).  

 

Figure 6: Schematic display of the nanoprecipitation method (45) 

However, for homogenous photocatalysis, the insolubility of the polymers in water presents a problem. 

This can be overcome by adding an amphiphilic co-polymer to the original solution in the organic 

solvent. With this, the polymers form micelle-like particles, where the polar functional side groups of 

the co-polymer enable solubility of the nanoparticles in water. Additionally, to the “classic structure” of 

Pdots, Pt is photodeposited on the surface, before photocatalysis. This was shown to be vital for 

formation of long-lived charge separated states, through suppressing recombination. A schematic 

structure of a single component Pdot with photodeposited Pt particles is shown in Figure 7. Orange 

corresponds to the amphiphilic copolymers, blue to the photocatalytic polymer and black to the 

cocatalyst Pt.  
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Figure 7: Schematic display of a polymer nanoparticle (pdot) (45) 

1.3.2 Working Principle 

A solution of nanoparticles in water can serve as catalyst to initiate photocatalytic reactions. These 

reactions can be triggered by exposure to either artificial light or sunlight and are expected to result in 

the splitting of water into hydrogen and oxygen. The fundamental theory of the underlying chemical 

and photophysical processes after irradiation of light are presented here.  

SSiinnggllee  CCoommppoonneenntt  PPddoottss  PPhhoottooccaattaallyyttiicc  RReeaaccttiioonnss  

Water splitting with organic catalysts resembles that of inorganic ones, described in the previous 

chapter. However, here HOMO and LUMO serve the roles of VB and CB. In Figure 8 an ideal 

photocatalytic reaction with Pdots is shown. After irradiation with light, exciton formation takes place 

(step 1). Next, the excitons dissociate to separated charges and are transported to the surface of the 

nanoparticles (step 2), where the holes and electrons initiate reactions with the help of photodeposited 

cocatalysts (step 3).   

 

Figure 8: Schematic photocatalytic Pdots reaction (45)  

Figure 8 shows a very simplified version of the processes. A more detailed description of four different 

processes that determine the efficiency of the catalyst follows. 
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EExxcciittoonn  FFoorrmmaattiioonn  

After photoexcitation, an electron gets promoted from HOMO to LUMO, forming a coulombically-

bound electron-hole pair, also known as exciton. The coulomb attraction V can be described with 

= 4  
(Eq. 4) 

where  is the charge of an electron, εr and ε0 the dielectric constants of the surrounding medium and 

vacuum, respectively and  the separation distance of electron and hole (46). V needs to be overcome 

by the exciton within its short lifetime to be able to form long lived charge separated states, which can 

induce redox reactions. As can be seen in the above formula, V is inversely proportional to the dielectric 

constant εr. This explains why charge separation for inorganic photocatalyst happens almost 

immediately, since TiO2 shows a very high εr of 80, while organic molecules used in organic solar cells 

only show a low εr  of 2 – 4 (47).  

One of the strategies to improve charge separation is the introduction of a donor acceptor (D/A) 

heterojunction, which originates from organic solar cells. (48) The idea is to lead the electron along an 

energetically downhill path, to improve charge separation. This idea has already been successfully 

introduced in Pdots photocatalytic reactions (8) and showed improved efficiencies compared to single 

polymer systems.   

CChhaarrggee  ccaarrrriieerr  ttrraannssppoorrtt  

To achieve efficient photocatalysis, the dissociated excitons must be successfully transported to the 

surface of the nanoparticles. While this process is critical for effective energy conversion, the exact 

mechanism behind it remains largely unknown. However, studies suggest that charge transport mainly 

occurs through "charge-hopping" (49). Furthermore, it was shown that the addition of Pt can extend the 

lifetime of charge separation, due to suppressed bimolecular recombination (50), while electron donors 

like ascorbic acid help to accelerate the decay of separated charges, due to hole transfer to ascorbic 

acid (45). Both these mechanisms indirectly help to improve charge carrier transport, since this process 

also depends on the lifetime of the charge separated states.  

EElleeccttrroonn  ttrraannssppoorrtt  ttoo  ccoo--ccaattaallyysstt  

On the surface, the charges are transferred to the co catalyst, usually Pt or Pd for hydrogen evolution, 

where the reaction can take place. Pt has proven to be crucial in enhancing long lived charge separated 

states by accepting electrons from excited species (8).  

Durrant et al. have studied the impact of Pd concentrations in Pdots on quenching of excited states of 

polymers with Transient Absorption Spectroscopy (51). Increasing the concentration of Pd not only 

enhanced the efficiency of quenching excited states but also lead to higher efficiencies of hydrogen 

evolution reaction (HER). The quenching process occurs on ultrashort time frames, typically faster than 
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200 ps, with some quenching even occurring on a femtosecond time scale. The quenching is thought 

to be predominantly due to ultrafast electron transfer processes from the excited state of the polymer 

to the Pd cocatalyst. In the same work, the efficiency of different polymers was compared, and it could 

be shown that the efficiency is highly dependent on the population of long-lived charges, that a polymer 

can produce. In conclusion, the efficiency of electron transport to the cocatalyst depends on the 

concentration of the cocatalyst and the number of long-lived charge-separated states, provided by the 

polymer.  

EExxcciittoonn  RReeccoommbbiinnaattiioonn  

Exciton recombination is an unwanted process and a major limiting factor for efficient photocatalysis. 

If the coulomb interaction cannot be overcome, the electron hole pair recombines and emits energy. 

This process is undesirable, since it is not inducing any redox reactions and is thought to be the main 

limitation for effective water splitting reactions (9). 

MMuullttiiccoommppoonneenntt  PPddoottss  PPhhoottooccaattaallyyttiicc  RReeaaccttiioonnss  

As discussed before, a major problem of Pdots efficiency is poor exciton dissociation. It was shown 

that the use of multiple polymers and other organic molecules as heterojunction can significantly 

enhance efficiency due to charge transfer, through energetically downhill processes. This leads to 

charge separated species, that are more long-living than excitons (8). These heterojunctions can be 

subdivided into three groups depending on their respective energy levels.  

• Type I: Straddling gap 

• Type II: Staggered gap 

• Type III: Broken gap 

The three types are schematically shown in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9: Different types of heterojunctions (45) 
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The introduction of a heterojunction offers mainly two advantages. The first is the induction of charge 

transfer processes, electron, and hole transfer, respectively. The second is the use of a broader light 

spectrum. Since every component only has a limited absorption spectrum, combining several 

components can enhance the absorption of sunlight, thus increasing the number of photons that can 

induce reactions. When combining different compounds, they are usually notated as donors (D) and 

acceptors (A), depending on their role in the system of either donating charges or energy, and accepting 

charges or energy, respectively. Charge transfer is further subdivided in electron and hole transfer. The 

processes are schematically shown in Figure 10.  

 

Figure 10: Energy and charge transfer processes in Pdots. 

EEnneerrggyy  TTrraannssffeerr  

The forms of energy transfer related to Pdots mechanisms are Förster Resonance Energy Transfer 

(FRET) and Dexter-type energy transfer.  

- FRET 

FRET is a so-called coulombic mechanism, based on dipole-dipole coupling between a donor and 

acceptor (52, 53). The rate constant of the process is expressed as 

= 8.8 ∙ 10  
(Eq. 5) 

where K2 is the orientation factor of the dipoles of the molecules and usually assumed as K2 = 2/3 for 

random orientation, Φ the luminescence quantum yield, τ the lifetime of the donor in absence of the 

acceptor,   the solvent refraction index and  the distance between donor and acceptor.  

 is the Förster overlap integral, which, as the name states, describes the amount of overlap between 

the donor luminescence (F(ν)) and the acceptor´s absorption spectrum (ε(ν)), where ν is the frequency 

of the incoming light.  

= ∫ ( ) ( )∫ ( )  

(Eq. 6) 
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The key takeaway from these equations is that the rate is inversely proportional to r6, indicating that 

the transfer mechanism is highly sensitive to distances. This means that even small changes in distance 

between donor and acceptor have a significant impact on the rate of energy transfer, which is why 

FRET is also used as a molecular ruler, where the amount of energy transfer can be used to estimate 

the distance between two molecules. The other takeaway is the direct proportionality to the overlap 

integral . FRET can only be observed between two molecules if their emission and absorption 

spectrum strongly overlap (27).  

- Dexter 

The Dexter-type energy transfer is also referred to as “exchange mechanism”. As the name suggests, 

energy transfer happens through an exchange of both, an electron and a hole, from donor to acceptor 

(54). The rate can be described with 

= 2ħ ∗∙ Ĥ ∙ ∗  
(Eq. 7) 

The electronic coupling between donor and acceptor is described by Ĥen, which exhibits an exponential 

dependence on the distance between the two entities and can be described with 

∗∙ Ĥ ∙ ∗ = = (0) ( )
 

(Eq. 8) 

The Dexter overlap integral JD is slightly different to the Förster overlap integral. Here, the 

normalization is done for both the emission spectrum of the donor as well as the absorption spectrum 

of the acceptor molecule, which makes JD independent of the oscillator strengths of both molecules.  

= ∫ ( ) ( )∫ ( ) ∫ ( )  
(Eq. 9) 

 The mechanism can further be described as a double electron transfer. One from LUMO of the donor 

to LUMO of the acceptor and the other from the HOMO of the acceptor to HOMO of the donor (27). 

This is shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: Dexter Mechanism 
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EElleeccttrroonn  TTrraannssffeerr  

The theory of electron transfer is usually described with Marcus Theory (55, 56). This theory is based 

on the reorganization of both, inner processes (bonds and atoms) and outer processes (solvent 

molecules), that take place during an electron transfer. The outer reorganization of the solvent 

molecules can be well displayed, considering the organization of the polar groups of the solvent. This 

is shown in Figure 12. While the orientation of the solvent molecules around neutral molecules is 

random, the orientation around charged molecules is systematic, due to the magnetic interaction 

between the polar groups with the ions. This reorganization of the solvent molecules requires energy 

and is therefore notated as “outer reorganization energy”.  

 

Figure 12: Marcus Theory schematic display of outer reorganization energy. 

Mathematically, the reorganization is described with = +  (Eq. 10) 

where λi and λo describe the inner and outer reorganization, respectively.  

In photochemistry, the reactants and products of a reaction can be represented as potential energy 

curves. In a two-dimensional representation, these curves can be visualized as parabolic shapes. 

Electron transfer reactions are depicted using two such curves, representing the initial state (i) and the 

final state (f) respectively. In the simplest case the curves are of same energy (ΔG0 = 0), which is shown 

in Figure 13. The reorganization energy refers to the amount of energy required to reach the potential 

energy curve of the final state without any movement along the nuclear configuration axis. However, 

the energetically preferable pathway involves moving along the nuclear configuration axis, where only 

the free activation energy ΔG≠ must be overcome to enable the reaction to occur. 
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Figure 13: Basic Marcus theory display. 

ΔG≠ can be described with 

= 14 (∆ + )  
(Eq. 11) 

 Analogously to other kinetic reactions, the activation energy is the key parameter to impact the 

reaction rate kel that can be described with 

= ∆
 

(Eq. 12) 

where νN is the average nuclear frequency factor and κel is the electronic transmission coefficient.  

Figure 13 shows the simplified case where the energies of initial and final state are equal. However, 

most photocatalytic electron transfer reactions are exergonic, meaning the potential energy curve of 

the final state is lower in respect to the initial state. In that case one can differentiate between 3 kinetic 

regimes, shown in Figure 14.  

 

Figure 14: Different exergonic electron transfer processes based on Marcus’ theory. 
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In conventional chemical reactions, the kinetic rate tends to increase the more exergonic the reaction. 

However, as visualized in Figure 14 for photocatalytic electron transfers, the minimum of the activation 

energy is reached for ΔG0 = -λ. For processes more exergonic than this, the activation energy increases 

again, slowing down the kinetics of the reaction according to (Eq. 11) and (Eq. 12).   

In conclusion, for electron transfer reactions there is an optimum energy difference of initial and final 

state, where the activation energy is zero, and therefore, the reaction is most favorable. This region is 

referred to as the “activationless region”. For reactions with smaller energy differences, the region is 

called “normal region”. The special case for photocatalytic electron transfer reactions, is that the 

kinetics decrease again, when the energy difference is too large. This region is referred to as the 

“inverted region” (27).  

1.3.3 State of the Art 

The first successful mentioning of a Pdots system for photocatalytic water splitting dates back to 2016 

by Tian et al. (35). The polymer poly[(9,90 -dioctylfluorenyl2,7-diyl)-co-(1,4-benzo-[2,10 ,3]thiadiazole 

(PFBT) and polystyrene grafting with carboxyl-group-functionalized ethylene oxide (PS-PEG-COOH) 

as a copolymer was successfully established in a water reduction system showing HERs of     

8.3 mmol g-1 h-1. The structures of the polymers are shown in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15: Chemical Structure and schematic steric structure of PFBT and PS-PEG-COOH (35) 

Since then, multiple systems with different approaches were published. Currently, many projects work 

with establishing a heterojunction, with the aim of better charge separation and subsequently higher 

efficiencies. However, it is difficult to compare systems as the conditions can be very different.  

Liu et. al have published a three-component system in 2021 using PFBT, PFODTBT and ITIC. The 

system showed a HER of 60 mmol g-1 h-1 or 1.88 µmole mL-1 h-1 (8). Another ternary system with a 

remarkable HER of 307 mmol h-1 g-1 and a maximum apparent quantum efficiency of 5.9 % was 

published in December 2022 by Yang et al. (57). However, the system of Yang involved the use of 

10 wt% of Pt, which is twice as much as that of Liu and the two systems also used different 

concentrations of pdots, which makes them hardly comparable. In general, this research field is still 

young, and the focus lies more on fundamental understanding, rather than efficiencies.  
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2 Motivation and Aims 

Organic photocatalysts have been attracting more attention, due to their ease of modification and use 

of a broader spectrum of the sun. However, to compete with inorganic photocatalysts, the efficiency 

still needs to be improved. Therefore, it is crucial to explore new systems and study the photophysical 

processes involved. This information can be utilized to modify polymers and optimize the design of 

systems to enhance their efficiency. Transient Absorption Spectroscopy (TAS) has been established as 

a valuable tool for investigating these processes, and when combined with steady-state analytical 

methods, it can predict the mechanism underlying the water splitting reaction.  

In this work a new system consisting of a polymer donor and two acceptor molecules with promising 

efficiency will be presented and the studies of its photophysical processes discussed. The findings of 

this research aim to aid in predicting future systems that could further enhance the performance of 

water splitting.  
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3 Experimental 

3.1 Preparation of Pdots 

3.1.1 Overview 

The photocatalytic and fundamental studies were performed on combinations of three different 

components, namely a polymer donor PTQ10, and two organic acceptor molecules ITIC and Y5. It 

should be noted that the notations “donor” and “acceptor” are based on the originally intended use of 

the molecules as discussed in the introduction. However, this does not restrict the molecules to their 

“original roles”, as will be shown in the results. For example, ITIC can function both as donor and 

acceptor molecule. The structures of the molecules are shown in Figure 16.  

 

Figure 16: Components used in Pdots (58-60) 

For the experiments, different combinations of these components were prepared as Pdots. An overview 

is shown in Table 1, where they are subdivided into single, binary, and ternary Pdots.  

Table 1: List of Pdots prepared for experiments. 

Single Binary Ternary 

PTQ10 PTQ10/ITIC PTQ10/ITIC/Y5 

ITIC PTQ10/Y5  

Y5 ITIC/Y5  

3.1.2 Preparation 

The Pdots used for the following experiments were all prepared using the nanoprecipitation method, 

described in the introduction. A detailed description of the preparation of the PTQ10/ITIC/Y5 ternary 

Pdots follows. The preparation of the binary and single Pdots was executed analogously. For all systems 

the mass ratio of the components to the copolymer (PS-PEG-COOH) was kept constant. Furthermore, 

for the binary systems, the mass ratio between the two components, compared to the ternary system 

was kept constant as well.  
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PPrreeppaarraattiioonn  ooff  tthhee  PPTTQQ1100//IITTIICC//YY55  TTeerrnnaarryy  PPddoottss  

First, the three components, as well as the copolymer PS-PEG-COOH were each dissolved separately 

in THF. Then, the solutions were mixed in a certain ratio with a glass pipette. The concentrations, 

volumes and corresponding mass of each component are shown in Table 2. Depending on the demand, 

the volumes can be adapted by maintaining ratios.  

Table 2: Numbers for preparation of the ternary Pdots 

CCoommppoonneennttss  CCoonncceennttrraattiioonnss  ((mmgg  mmLL--11))  MMaassss  ((mmgg))  VVoolluummee  ((mmLL))    

PPTTQQ1100  0.05 0.09 1.8  

IITTIICC  0.1 0.17 1.7  

YY55  0.1 0.11 1.1  

PPSS--PPEEGG--CCOOOOHH  0.5 0.45 0.9  

The ternary Pdots THF solution was then sonicated for 1 min. Meanwhile, a beaker filled with 12.5 mL 

deionized water was heated up to approximately 60 °C. Next, the Pdots THF solution was quickly 

mixed with the heated water and transferred to a sonic bath, where it was kept for 1 min for thorough 

mixing. It is important not to keep the solution in the sonic bath for much longer as at some point 

aggregation will be observed. Afterwards, the solution was transferred to a water bath and heated up 

to 80 °C for 90 min to evaporate the organic solvent. Since this procedure also evaporates a certain 

amount of water, the volume of the Pdots solution was reevaluated by transferring it to a new beaker 

with a glass pipette. Before photocatalysis, these solutions were diluted with water to a ccoonncceennttrraattiioonn  

ooff  3344  µµgg  mmLL--11.    

 

Figure 17: Components solved in THF. 

3.1.3 Struggles in Preparation 

As discussed on the Ouzo Effect (sub-chapter 1.3.1), it is vital to find the right ratio of solvent (water), 

antisolvent (THF) and solute (Pdots). For this work there was a limitation to the amount of THF used, 

due to the solubility of the molecules in THF, as shown in Table 2. Therefore, the easiest way to adapt 

the preparation is to adapt the amount of water when mixing. Initial attempts at preparing Pdots 

revealed that concentrations over 200 µg mL-1 often led to strong aggregation. Samples that were 

affected by this issue are shown in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: Aggregation during the preparation of Pdots. 

Ideally, the sample should appear as a perfect homogenous solution with a distinct color. This is shown 

in Figure 19. It was observed that a concentration between 25 and 100 µg mL-1 was ideal for successful 

preparation of the Pdots used in this work.  

 

Figure 19: Pdots under LED light (45). 

3.2 Analytical Methods 

In this chapter, first the analytical instruments that were used for the experiments are listed. Then, the 

working principle of the different analytical techniques is discussed. 

3.2.1 List of Instruments 

Table 3: List of instruments used for Characterization and Photocatalysis. 

UUVV--VViiss  Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR Spectrophotometer Agilent 

FFlluuoorreesscceennccee  ((EEmmiissssiioonn//EExxcciittaattiioonn))  Fluorolog QM Horiba Scientific 

GGaass  CChhrroommaattooggrraapphhyy  TRACE 1300 Thermo Scientific 

XXee  LLaammpp  300 W AULTT CEL-HXF300/CEL-HXUV300 

3.2.2 Dynamic Light Scattering 

The technique of dynamic light scattering (DLS) measures the Brownian motion of macromolecules in 

solution, providing information on their size or hydrodynamic radius. The movement of particles is 

monitored over time, and the diffusion coefficient is obtained by analyzing the intensity fluctuations of 

scattered light. DLS requires knowledge of accurate temperature, as the viscosity of the solvent affects 

the Brownian motion of the particles (61).  
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By monitoring the movement of particles over a period, it is possible to determine the size of 

macromolecules. Large particles diffuse slowly, resulting in similar positions at different time points, 

whereas small particles such as solvent molecules move faster and do not adopt a specific position 

(62). 

For a more detailed description of DLS the interested reader is referred to the review listed at (62). 

3.2.3 UV-Vis 

UV-Vis Spectroscopy is based on the excitation of electrons from the ground state to an excited state. 

The energy difference between these states is characteristic for molecules and atoms and can therefore 

be used for characterization.  

 

Figure 20: Excitation of electrons in molecules with light from UV-Vis spectrum. 

One might expect sharp lines in the spectra representing the characteristic lines. However, while this 

might be true for atoms it cannot be observed for molecules. Figure 20 shows the energy diagram of a 

molecule. It consists of different energy states (S0, S1,…), where each energy state includes several 

vibrational energy states (ν1, ν2,…). Since each vibrational energy state has slightly different energy 

levels, the result is a group of several different absorptions at slightly different wavelengths. The 

differences are so small that the spectrometer can usually not resolve them separately, which results in 

broader absorption bands consisting of different transitions that overlap each other.  

IInnssttrruummeennttaattiioonn  

As shown in Figure 21, an UV-Vis Spectrometer consists of a light source, a monochromator, a sample 

holder, and a detector. First, the light source is split into two beams. One beam enters the reference 

cell and the other enters the sample cell. The reference cell contains the solvent without analyte (e.g., 

pure water) and its absorption is subtracted from the absorption of the sample cell, so that only 

absorption of the analyte remains (63).  
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Figure 21: UV-Vis Spectrometer Scheme 

3.2.4 Fluorescence 

Analogously to UV-Vis Spectroscopy, fluorescence is based on the absorption of light by excitation of 

electrons from the ground state to a higher energetic state. However, here the following emission 

through relaxation of the electrons is measured, as visualized in Figure 22. The energy of the photon 

that is emitted follows a strict energetic behavior based on the energy gap of the analyte. This makes 

the technique highly characteristic (64). 

 

Figure 22: Fluorescence effect. 

SSttookkeess  SShhiifftt  

The energy of fluorescent photons is always lower than the energy of the absorbed photons. As shown 

in Figure 22, every energetic level consists of several vibrational energy states. Through absorption of 

light, an electron can be excited to different vibrational levels of the respective energetic state. 

However, the electron will always relax radiationless to the lowest vibrational state before relaxing 

back to the ground state. Since the energy difference of the lowest vibrational state to the ground state 

is now smaller, the emitted photon will have a larger wavelength, explaining the red shift of the emission 

in respect to the absorption (64). This effect is visualized in Figure 23, where the absorption (black) and 

emission (red) of the acceptor molecule Y5 is shown.  
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Figure 23: Absorption and Fluorescence of the acceptor molecule Y5, illustrating the red shift. 

KKaasshhaa’’ss  RRuullee  

An important observation to the fluorescence effect is, that the emission spectra are independent from 

the excitation wavelengths. This is due to Kasha’s rule. Based on the principles explained on UV-Vis, 

there are several energetic levels that the electron can be excited to. That means there are different 

energies (or wavelengths) that will be absorbed by the molecule. However, with very few exceptions, 

emission will always come from the first excited energy level to the ground state, because the higher 

energy levels will quickly dissipate their energy through radiationless transitions down to the lowest 

vibrational S1 level where it relaxes to the ground state and releases its characteristic energetical 

photon, as shown in Figure 22 (64). 

FFlluuoorreesscceennccee  SSppeeccttrroommeetteerr  

 

Figure 24: Simplified scheme of a fluorescence spectrometer 

Figure 24 shows the principal components of a fluorescence spectrometer. Light passes through the 

excitation monochromator and is focused on a sample that absorbs part of the light. Then, the sample 

emits light on the emission monochromator that is placed in a 90° angle in respect to the incident light 

source, so that only fluorescent light hits the photomultiplier tube (PMT) detector.  
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There are two types of spectra that can be obtained with a fluorescence spectrometer, namely emission 

and excitation spectra. When obtaining emission spectra, the excitation monochromator is fixed at a 

certain wavelength and the emission monochromator is tuned over a chosen wavelength region. 

Obtaining excitation spectra is exactly contrary. Here, the emission monochromator is fixed at a certain 

wavelength while the excitation monochromator is tuned over a chosen wavelength region.  

Emission spectra can be used to obtain the profile of fluorescence emission of a compound, knowing 

where it absorbs. The excitation spectra can be used for certain experiments, where it is of interest to 

see how different excitation wavelengths impact the intensity of fluorescence (64). An example of the 

use of excitation spectra is shown in sub-chapter 4.4.4. 

3.2.5 Transient Absorption Spectroscopy (TAS) 

UV/Vis and Fluorescence spectroscopies are powerful tools to investigate steady state energetic 

properties of samples. However, for photocatalytic reactions time resolved data is vital to study energy 

and charge transfer reactions. A method to do this is Transient Absorption Spectroscopy (TAS). The 

advent of ultrafast laser systems has enabled to study photophysical reactions on a fs time scale. The 

main principles and how this method can be used to interpret mechanistic studies, is explained here.  

The instrumental principle of TAS is shown in Figure 25. A pump pulse is used to excite a small number 

of molecules to an excited state, while the probe laser, overlapping with the pump laser is scanning the 

absorption with a certain time delay τ. The white light probe is further split into single wavelengths and 

the signal is analyzed at a diode array detector. Thereby, the pump pulse alternately excites and not 

excites the sample, resulting in a difference-absorption-spectrum ΔA, that is a function of both 

wavelength and delay time τ. Note, that the probe laser is significantly lower in intensity, so that its 

impact on the excitation is negligible (65). 

 

Figure 25: Instrumental Principle of TAS (65).  

The resulting signal is a combination of 4 sub signals. 
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11))  GGrroouunndd  SSttaattee  BBlleeaacchhiinngg  ((GGSSBB))  

The resulting signal is a ΔA signal (A2 – A1), where A1 is the absorption of the molecules in their ground 

state and A2 the absorption of the molecules after excitation. The absorption signal A1 resembles the 

signal of a UV-Vis spectrum. Therefore, the absorption can be derived according to Beer-Lambert from 

excitation of n molecules in their ground state. After excitation, a certain number m of molecules will 

transfer to an excited state. For the absorption signal after excitation A2, this means the number of 

molecules in their ground state is now reduced to n – m. Again, according to Beer-Lambert the 

reduction of molecules that absorb at a particular wavelength will lead to a loss in absorption. 

Therefore, a negative ΔA signal can be observed at the ground state absorption. This phenomenon is 

called ground state bleaching (GSB) and is schematically shown in Figure 26. 

 

Figure 26: Ground state bleaching in TAS measurements. 

22))  SSttiimmuullaatteedd  EEmmiissssiioonn    

The principle of stimulated emission (SE) is commonly known from lasers (LASER = LLight 

AAmplification by SStimulated EEmission of RRadiation). Excited molecules can interfere with the incoming 

white light where photons with the right frequency cause the excited electron to drop to its ground 

state, releasing a photon with the same frequency, direction, and polarization as the incoming photon.  

For TAS this means that photons that induce SE will double, thus causing a higher signal on the detector 

at this wavelength. This results in apparent lower absorption and therefore a negative ΔA signal. While 

GSB follows the principle of UV/Vis absorption signals, SE resembles fluorescence spectra, 

characteristically stokes shifted to the ground state absorption. The principle of SE is shown in Figure 

27. 
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Figure 27: Stimulated Emission in TAS. 

33))  EExxcciitteedd  SSttaattee  AAbbssoorrppttiioonn  ((EESSAA))  

Excited molecules can further be excited to higher energetic states at characteristic wavelengths. Since, 

in theory, no absorption should be measured at these wavelengths before excitation, ΔA should show 

positive signals for Excited State Absorption (ESA). These signals are particularly interesting for 

experiments, as the ΔA signal will decrease continuously in time, and therefore, the lifetime of the 

excited states can be determined through kinetic studies. The principle of ESA is shown in Figure 28. 

 

Figure 28: Excited state absorption in TAS. 

44))  PPrroodduucctt  AAbbssoorrppttiioonn  

Finally, excitation of the molecules can lead to reactions, resulting in formation of different states, such 

as triplet-, charge separated- or isomerized states, which result in a positive ΔA signal for the transient 

products. After product formation, GSB at the wavelength expected to absorb for this product, can be 

observed. (65) 

3.2.5.1 TAS Setup 
An exemplary scheme of a TAS setup is shown in Figure 29. 
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Figure 29: fs-TAS setup (66) 

The heart of the system is the optical delay line (delay stage). This is a mechanical setup of multiple 

mirrors that allow slightly varying the distance of the probe pulse and therefore vary the time delay of 

the absorption measurement. This setup is placed on a high precision computer-controlled stage. The 

principle is shown in Figure 30.  

 

Figure 30: Schematic principle of mirror movement in TAS controlling the measured time delay. 

To generate a white light continuum the probe laser is directed at a CaF2 crystal to create a white light 

continuum (other crystals like sapphire or MgF2 can be used as well). Meanwhile, the excitation laser 

is focused on the probe in a diameter of 130 to 200 µm. To effectively measure the properties of a 

sample, the probe laser must overlap with the excitation laser, with a slightly smaller diameter. This 

ensures that the probe laser interacts with the excited sample. While the excitation laser gets blocked 

after the sample, the probe laser is collimated and directed on a spectrometer. Finally, the computer 

can generate time resolved ΔA spectra.  
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To be able to record ΔA spectra, every other pulse of the excitation laser needs to be blocked. This is 

done by a chopper, which frequency needs to be half the laser pulse frequency. This enables the system 

to alternately record an absorption spectrum of the non-excited and the excited sample.  

∆ ( ) = − ( )( )  
(Eq. 13) 

At the beginning of the measurements, the mirrors on the optical delay path shown in Figure 30 are 

moved to their starting position. Next, at this time-delay several spectra (usually 103 – 104) are recorded 

to optimize the signal to noise ratio. Then the mirror is moved to the next time delay position to record 

the next spectra. This procedure is repeated until all desired ΔA(λ,τ) are recorded. The duration of the 

measurement depends on the number of time delays and spectra captured per time delay. Typically, 

acquiring sufficient data for accurate analysis requires several hours per sample.  

3.2.5.2 TAS Data Description  

The result of the TAS measurements is a large matrix of time correlated absorption data. Figure 31 

shows the complete data D on the left side. The goal of data processing is to find the different processes 

that result in the total data D. This can be done by global analysis. Global analysis helps to identify the 

rates of these processes. It is based on the equation 

∆ ( , ) = ( )  
(Eq. 14) 

This equation is also the basis for hard-modelling approaches in this field and the idea is to obtain a 

weighted sum of exponential decays through computational fitting. The identified exponential decays 

can then help to understand the underlying processes. However, it is not always an easy task to extract 

the process mechanism and the physically significant elementary rate constants from the parameters 

that have been fitted (67). 

Another way to describe the data is as a sum of their molar absorption coefficients εk. This is considered 

as a soft-modelling method, which shows the separability of wavelength and time and returns 

qualitative information. It is based on the equation  

∆ ( , ) = ( ) ( )  (Eq. 15) 

where Ck are the respective time related concentrations of the species and l the fixed optical path 

length. With this equation it is possible to derive a direct description of Beer Lambert´s law in matrix 

notation (66) 
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Figure 31: Visualization of TAS data (66) 

TThhee  IInnssttaannttaanneeoouuss  RReessppoonnssee  FFuunnccttiioonn  ((IIRRFF))  

The instantaneous Response Function (or Instrumental Response Function) is the temporal response 

of the measurement system to the laser pulse. It is usually a Gaussian shaped function, whose width is 

linked to the time resolution which can be achieved. Another type of information that can be obtained 

from IRF is the data curvature close to time zero, through group velocity dispersion, which is caused in 

the crystal that generates the white light continuum. The information of the IRF can help to consider 

this in preprocessing, and to get valid data for very short time frames (66).  

3.3 Photocatalysis  

3.3.1 Preparation for photocatalysis 

Photocatalysis was performed in 6 mL glass vials. First, 1.5 mL of aqueous Pdots solution with a certain 

concentration and 20 µL of a 0.04 wt% H2PtCl6 solution was added to the vials, which were sealed 

through crimping. The solution was purged with argon for 30 min to remove oxygen. Additionally, an 

empty 6 mL vial was purged with argon, for cleaning of the syringes before Gas Chromatography.  

Meanwhile, 0.2 M ascorbic acid, that would be used as the sacrificial agent, was prepared, adjusted to 

pH 4 with 2 M KOH and purged for 10 min with argon. Next, 0.5 mL of the ascorbic acid was added to 

the Pdots solution. 

The headspace of the Pdots solution was purged with argon for another 10 min and then sealed with 

clay and parafilm to omit leaking of hydrogen and entering of oxygen. Photocatalysis was started by 

illuminating the samples with a 300 W Xe lamp with an intensity of 1 sun (100 mW cm-2). In certain 

time steps 100 µL of the headspace of the samples was analyzed on its hydrogen content with gas 

chromatography.  
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Figure 32: Purging of photocatalysis samples with argon. 

3.3.2 Systematic Influences on Photocatalytic Activity 

Up to date there is no official standard on how to perform photocatalytic experiments for Pdots, which 

brings a problem of comparability to the systems. There are three major influences of system 

parameters that impact the results of the experiments which will be discussed briefly.  

LLiigghhtt  IInntteennssiittyy  

It is widely accepted to use an intensity of 100 mW cm-2, which is considered to approximately simulate 

the intensity of the sun. A higher intensity would lead to higher apparent HER, since more photons 

would interact with the catalyst.  

SSaaccrriiffiicciiaall  DDoonnoorr  

Sacrificial donors are necessary since the redox reactions of Pdots are studied separately. The choice 

of donor species and concentration can impact the overall efficiency. The use of a higher concentration 

and/or lower pH, both lead to higher H+ concentration, which can increase the apparent efficiency of 

the catalyst. It was also shown that oxidized ascorbic acid competes with light absorption of the 

photocatalyst and can therefore slow down the efficiency of the overall system at long term 

measurements (> 24 h) (8). However, as all measurements in this work were performed under 10 h, 

this is expected to play a minor role. As the use of sacrificial donor is only a necessity to be able to 

study HER, the goal is not to optimize the parameters, but rather stick to parameters published in 

previous works to enable the results to be comparable. Therefore, in this work 0.2 M ascorbic acid with 

a pH of 4 was used as sacrificial donor, to achieve similar conditions of a previously published system 

of Liu et al. (8) 

CCoo--ccaattaallyysstt  

In this work Pt was used as co-catalyst. The concentration of co-catalyst is expected to impact the 

photocatalytic efficiency. However, the aim is to find good working photocatalytic systems that do not 

rely too heavily on high Pt concentrations. Therefore, in this work the impact of different Pt 
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concentrations was not investigated. A concentration of 6.9 wt% of Pt was chosen, again to be better 

comparable to the system of Liu et. al. (8)  

3.4 Fundamental Experiments 

In this chapter the experimental procedure of the fundamental studies is outlined. The results are shown 

in chapter 4.3 of this work.  

3.4.1 Quenching Experiments 

These experiments aim to estimate the amount of quenching of the components in binary systems. 

First, an excitation wavelength for the different components needs to be chosen. This excitation 

wavelength should have the least amount of overlap with the absorption of the other component, so 

that mainly one component gets excited. For ITIC this requires two different excitation wavelengths 

since it will always either overlap with PTQ10 or Y5. Therefore, the excitation wavelength “ITIC_1” is 

used for the binary system with Y5 and “ITIC_2” for the binary system with PTQ10. Table 4 shows all 

the excitation wavelengths chosen for the experiments.  

Table 4: Excitation wavelengths for quenching experiments. 

CCoommppoonneenntt  EExxcciittaattiioonn  WWaavveelleennggtthh  ((nnmm))  

PPTTQQ1100  505 

IITTIICC__11  591 

IITTIICC__22  675 

YY55  785 

Next, an absorption-emission calibration curve was made for every excitation wavelength, for every 

component. For this, different concentrations of the same samples were prepared. The absorption at 

the excitation wavelength of each diluted sample was determined. Then the fluorescence emission of 

the same samples with the excitation wavelength was measured. The result is a calibration curve, where 

each data point shows the relation of absorption to emission of a sample. In general, the maximum 

emission caused by each excitation wavelength was used for the calibration curves. However, for 

PTQ10 another calibration curve for the experiments with ITIC had to be made, since their maximum 

emission overlap too much. This calibration curve was produced for emissions at 654 nm. All other 

calibration curves were performed on the maximum emission wavelength of the respective component.  

One of the calibration curves is shown in Figure 33. The other calibration curves can be found in the 

appendix (Figure 58 to Figure 61). 
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Figure 33: Emission vs Absorption calibration curve of PTQ10 (maximum emission) 

Next, for the quenching experiments, dilutions of binary systems whose absorptions were found within 

the calibration curves were prepared. Then, the absorption at the excitation wavelength was measured, 

which correlates to an emission value without quenching. However, the real value would be lower due 

to quenching reactions, for example through energy or charge transfer to other species. The ratio of the 

actual emission to the emission without quenching returns the quenching value.  

ℎ = 1 −  ℎ ℎ ℎ  ℎ  
(Eq. 16) 

3.4.2 Energy and Charge Transfer Experiments 

In this chapter a method is presented, showing how one can differentiate between charge and energy 

transfer, by comparing normalized absorption UV-Vis and fluorescence excitation spectra. 

To facilitate the understanding of the method used for binary systems, first the overlapping of 

absorption and excitation spectra on single systems is explained. This will be shown on the example of 

the acceptor molecule Y5.  

Absorption spectra are quite intuitive. One would see the absorption band at the wavelength region 

that is specific to that molecule, based on the theory explained in detail in sub-chapter 3.2.4. 

Fluorescence excitation spectra are however a bit more counterintuitive. To obtain an excitation 

spectrum, a fixed emission wavelength is chosen. The emission at this wavelength should be at 

maximum, and not overlap with emission coming from other components. The fixed emission 

wavelength chosen for Y5 is 934 nm and is shown in Figure 34, indicated with a dashed blue line.  
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Figure 34: Absorption and Fluorescence Spectra of Y5. The dashed blue line indicates the wavelength at which the excitation spectra 
will be measured. 

Next, the sample is excited at different wavelengths over a certain wavelength region. Each data point 

in the excitation spectrum thus shows the intensity of fluorescence that follows the excitation at the 

wavelength of this data point. Since the intensity of fluorescence emission of a molecule is directly 

proportional to its absorption, the normalized spectra are expected to overlap perfectly, which is shown 

in Figure 35, again on the example of Y5.  

 

Figure 35: Normalized Absorption and Excitation Spectrum of Y5 

For single systems it is apparent that the absorption and excitation spectra need to overlap. However, 

for multicomponent system it is more complex. This will be explained on the binary system PTQ10/Y5. 

To study energy/charge transfer from donor PTQ10 to acceptor Y5, the emission wavelength is set on 

the maximum emission of Y5 at a wavelength of 934 nm in Figure 36, indicated with a dashed blue line. 
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Figure 36: Absorption and Emission Spectra of PTQ10 (black) and Y5 (red). The dashed blue line indicates the emission wavelength 
chosen for the excitation spectra. 

In theory, the absorption spectrum of the binary system is simply a content normalized combination of 

the absorption of the two single components and independent of any sort of transfer (charge or energy). 

The excitation spectra at the spectral region, where mainly Y5 absorbs should again overlap with the 

absorption spectrum, as explained before on the single Y5 example. However, the spectral region 

where mainly PTQ10 absorbs is expected to differentiate from the absorption spectrum, as the emission 

from the excited PTQ10 molecules should not contribute to the emission signal, that is set at 934 nm, 

and therefore outside the emission region of PTQ10. These assumptions are based on no 

charge/energy transfer from PTQ10 to Y5. However, when considering these transfers, they will in fact 

impact the excitation spectra, as visualized in Figure 37, where 3 possible scenarios are discussed.  

 

Figure 37: Possible pathways of the donor electron after absorption of light. Donor (D), Acceptor (A) 

11)) NNoo  TTrraannssffeerr  

Here the electron simply gets excited and relaxes back to its ground state, emitting characteristic 

fluorescence light coming from PTQ10. Therefore, this scenario would not contribute to the excitation 

signal, since the emission of PTQ10 will not be registered by the detector, which is set on a wavelength 

of 934 nm. 
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22)) EEnneerrggyy  TTrraannssffeerr  ffrroomm  DD  ttoo  AA  

In this scenario, the electron relaxes back to its ground state, but instead of emitting a photon, energy 

gets transferred (Dexter or FRET) to the acceptor molecule and excites an electron from the HOMO 

to the LUMO. The excited electron relaxes back to its ground state, emitting characteristic fluorescence 

light. This would contribute to the excitation signal because now the emission comes from the acceptor 

molecule and therefore gets detected. 

33)) CChhaarrggee  TTrraannssffeerr  ffrroomm  DD  ttoo  AA  

Here, the donor electron gets excited again, but instead of relaxing to its ground state, the electron gets 

transferred to the acceptor molecule, reducing it. This does not lead to any emission of light, so it would 

not contribute to the excitation signal.   

In conclusion, only energy transfer from donor to acceptor will contribute to a signal at the absorption 

region of PTQ10. As shown in Figure 43 the donor molecules in both binary systems (PTQ10/Y5 and 

ITIC/Y5) were nearly 100 % quenched). This means scenario 1 can be neglected. With the other two 

scenarios remaining, a complete overlap of absorption and excitation spectra would indicate nearly 

100 % of energy transfer, while a “weaker” excitation spectrum would indicate some amount of charge 

transfer. The results are shown in Figure 44 and Figure 45. This procedure could not be executed on 

the binary system PTQ10/ITIC, as their emission spectra overlap too strongly (as can be seen in Figure 

42), so no distinguished spectra could be obtained. 
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4 Results 

Photocatalysis with organic nanoparticles is a field that is still in its early stages and relies heavily on 

trial and error. Therefore, it was shown that the most effective method is to first find a working system, 

and then study the fundamental physical principles. The findings can be used to improve future systems.  

This same approach was chosen for this work. As such, the results will be subdivided into three main 

chapters. The first one will confirm the successful preparation of Pdots. This is followed by the main 

two chapters. Chapter 4.2 shows the photocatalytic activity of the newly discovered system and chapter 

4.3 will discuss the fundamental findings. Eventually, the fundamental findings will be linked to the 

photocatalytic activities. 

4.1 Confirmation of Preparation 

An easy method to confirm the successful formation of nanoparticles is Dynamic Light Scattering 

(DLS). This was done for the ternary Pdots system, and the results are shown in Figure 38.  

The particles show a narrow distribution, with most particles ranging from 50 to 150 nm. A small 

percentage of unwanted aggregates was formed with a diameter of around 5 µm. These could 

negatively impact the photocatalytic efficiency, since large particles in the µm range are thought to 

show low hydrogen evolution rates. However, some amount of aggregation cannot be omitted, and a 

percentage below 1% can be tolerated. Therefore, a successful preparation of nanoparticles can be 

confirmed.  

 

Figure 38: Size distribution of the ternary Pdots PTQ10/ITIC/Y5. 
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4.2 Photocatalytic Results 

The primary goal of the photocatalytic experiments was to determine the efficiency of the ternary 

system. However, it can also be of interest to study the efficiency of all binary and single subgroups, of 

the components used in the ternary system. Thereby, to make it comparable, their mass ratios were 

kept the same, and adapted to the same concentration (34 µg mL-1). The results are shown in Figure 

39.  

It must be stated that, for time consuming reasons, photocatalysis was only performed once for every 

sample. Therefore, no error bars can be seen in Figure 39, and thus the graph should help to identify 

certain trends rather than show exact Hydrogen Evolution Rates (HER).  

 

Figure 39: Comparison of Photocatalytic performance of all possible combinations of the three components used. 

The single donor polymer PTQ10 (purple) performs exceptionally bad, compared to all other samples. 

As discussed before, single polymer nanoparticles tend to perform worse than multicomponent ones, 

mainly due to poor exciton dissociation. Introducing a heterojunction with other components with 

different energy levels can enable charge separation, and thus better HER. The binary versions of 

PTQ10 with ITIC (dark blue) and Y5 (red) performed better multifold.  

Next, the single nanoparticles of ITIC (yellow) and Y5 (turquoise) perform surprisingly well even 

without other components that could help with charge separation. In particular, Y5 even outperformed 

the ternary system. Therefore, arguably the better performance of the binary systems PTQ10/ITIC and 

PTQ10/Y5 could also come from the fantastic photocatalytic efficiency of the acceptor molecules ITIC 

and Y5. This can be further investigated in the quenching experiments that follow in the next chapters. 

If PTQ10 exhibits a high level of quenching, it could suggest that it is indeed involved in the 
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photocatalytic activity. Furthermore, the roles of energy and charge transfer need to be further 

investigated. A dominance in energy transfer would indicate that PTQ10 would rather work as an 

“antenna” that absorbs energy in a region where the acceptor cannot absorb, and then transfers its 

energy to the acceptor molecule, which dominates the photocatalytic reaction. A contribution of charge 

transfer however would indicate a more active role of PTQ10 in the photocatalytic process. Either way, 

the fact that the ternary system outperforms the binary system of ITIC/Y5 indicates that PTQ10 does 

in fact contribute to the overall photocatalytic efficiency.  

However, the implementation of a ternary system is only viable if it outperforms all its subgroups, 

otherwise the use of more components than necessary would be counterproductive. It can be expected 

that the efficiency also depends on the ratios of the components. Therefore, further enhancements were 

pursued to improve the performance of the ternary system to surpass that of the single Y5 system. To 

achieve that, the amount of Y5 was thoroughly increased from 46 wt% to 72 wt%. The comparison of 

the former and latter is shown in Figure 40.  

 

Figure 40: Comparison of optimized ternary Pdots in comparison to Y5, and ternary system before optimization. 

As can be seen, the optimization increased the efficiency significantly and now outperforms the 

efficiency of the Y5 nanoparticle. Photocatalysis of the optimized system was performed four times. As 

disclaimed before, the other two were only measured once, so no error can be stated here. The 

optimized ternary Pdots system shows a HHEERR  ooff  6666..55  ±±  66..77  mmmmooll  gg--11  hh--11  or 11..8822  ±±  00..1188  mmmmooll  mmLL--11  hh--11.  
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4.3 Mechanistic Studies 

In this chapter the fundamental studies, based on spectroscopy techniques, such as UV-Vis, 

Fluorescence and Transient Absorption Spectroscopy are shown. The findings aim to identify the roles 

of the different components used in the Pdots system. The background of the different spectroscopy 

techniques can be found in the experimental part of the work (chapter 3).  

4.3.1 Possible Pathways 

Firstly, the various possible pathways dependent on the energy levels of HOMO and LUMO of the 

three components are presented. Subsequently, the likelihood of each pathway is analyzed to determine 

the most probable ones. The energy diagram showing all the energy levels and band gaps of the 

components used in the Pdots system can be seen in Figure 41. The energy levels of the components 

were taken from the following sources  (8, 59, 68). 

 

Figure 41: Energy diagram of the three components used in the Pdots system. 

As discussed in sub-chapter 1.3.2 the combination of different molecules within a system enables three 

possible types of heterojunctions: 

• Type I: Straddling Gap 

• Type II: Staggered Gap 

• Type III: Broken Gap 
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Based on this, the binary systems can be assigned to a certain type, to be able to identify the possible 

mechanism that can later be observed. 

As can be seen in Figure 41 all binary systems show type I straddling gaps, where energy and/or charge 

transfer can only come from the molecule with the larger band gap. In detail this means transfer 

processes from PTQ10 to both ITIC and Y5, and from ITIC to Y5 can be expected.    

4.3.2 Absorption and Fluorescence Spectra 

As mentioned in the introduction, a major advantage of organic semiconductors in comparison to 

inorganic ones is the ease to tune the bandgap, so that a large portion of the sunlight can be absorbed. 

Since it is difficult to synthesize a polymer or molecule that can absorb in the whole visible range, one 

can combine different components, to complement their spectra over a larger wavelength region.  

Figure 42 shows the normalized absorption (thick lines) and fluorescence (dashed lines) spectra of each 

component. The three components complement each other well in the region from 450 nm up to the 

NIR region of 850 nm. Furthermore, the emitted photons of PTQ10 and ITIC overlap perfectly with 

the absorption of Y5, which is vital for efficient energy transfer, as discussed in sub-chapter 1.3.2.  

 

Figure 42: Normalized Absorption and Fluorescence Spectra of PTQ10 (black), ITIC (blue) and Y5 (red). 

4.3.3 Quenching Experiments 

Quenching describes the deactivation processes that excited molecules undergo in vicinity of other 

components (27). These processes can be quantitatively measured through the decrease in 

fluorescence emission, and they can indicate energy and/or charge transfer reactions. The description 

of the experimental procedure can be found in sub-chapter 3.4.1. The results are shown in Figure 43. 
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Figure 43: Quenching results of the three binary systems 

As discussed before, PTQ10/ITIC can be assigned to a type I straddling gap. This would enable charge 

and/or energy transfer from PTQ10 to ITIC. A quenching of 95 % indicates that a majority of the 

excited PTQ10 molecule undergoes these transfer processes, however these quenching experiments 

alone cannot enable a differentiation between energy and charge transfer. A quenching of 37 % of ITIC 

by PTQ10 cannot be explained by transfer processes since type I gaps only allows these processes 

from donor PTQ10 to acceptor ITIC. The quenching could therefore come from the different chemical 

environment, that arises through the different morphology of ITIC in combination of PTQ10 compared 

to single ITIC particles. This could impact the fluorescence emission and therefore explain the 

quenching of ITIC in binary system with PTQ10.  

Similar observations can be made for PTQ10/Y5 binary systems. In this case PTQ10 even shows 

quenching close to 100 % and Y5 38 %, similar to ITIC with PTQ10. Since PTQ10/Y5 is also assigned 

to a type I heterojunction, analogously to PTQ10/ITIC, this cannot be explained through transfer 

processes between the molecules, that are only expected to come from PTQ10 to Y5. Therefore, 

similar considerations as were made for ITIC, can be made here again, explaining the quenching 

through different chemical environments.   

ITIC/Y5 also presents a type I straddling gap. Here ITIC is quenched to an amount close to 100 %, 

while Y5 shows very poor quenching of only about 2 %, which shows good resemblance with type I 

straddling gap theory. The strong quenching of ITIC should be from energy transfer only, since a gap 

between the LUMO levels of ITIC and Y5 of only 30 mV would not lead to efficient electron transfer.  

For these experiments it was assumed that, at the chosen excitation wavelengths, only the desired 

component would get excited, while the absorption of other components can be neglected. However, 
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looking at Figure 42 one notices that this is not completely true for the excitation of PTQ10 with both 

ITIC and Y5, as well as the excitation of ITIC with Y5. Absorption of the undesired component would 

falsely increase the expected emission of the actual measured component and therefore to a falsely 

higher quenching value. However, since PTQ10 with Y5 and ITIC with Y5 showed quenching results 

of 100 %, an absorption of the undesired component would not have changed the fact, that the 

quenching exterminated the entire emission signal. Therefore, only the quenching of 94 % of PTQ10 

with ITIC, might in fact be smaller, when considering a minor contribution to absorption coming from 

ITIC. 

4.4.4 Energy and Charge Transfer Studies  

As pointed out in the previous chapter, quenching indicates charge and/or energy transfer. A method 

to distinguish between energy and charge transfer was introduced in the experimental part of this work 

in chapter 3.4.2. Based on this method the binary systems PTQ10/Y5 and ITIC/Y5 were studied. The 

binary system PTQ10/ITIC could not be investigated with this method as the emission spectra of these 

components overlap too much. The results are shown in Figure 44 and Figure 45. 

The absorption and excitation spectra of the binary system ITIC/Y5 overlap very well, which indicates 

a dominance of energy transfer, confirming the assumption from the previous sub-chapter. The 

excitation spectrum of PTQ10/Y5 shows a clear decrease in comparison to the absorption spectrum. 

This indicates a certain amount of electron transfer from PTQ10 to Y5.  

 

Figure 44: Absorption and Excitation Spectra of PTQ10/Y5 binary pdots 
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Figure 45: Absorption and Excitation Spectra of ITIC/Y5 binary pdots 

A contribution of charge transfer from PTQ10 to Y5, as shown in Figure 44 is based on the assumption 

of nearly 100 % quenching of PTQ10 by Y5, which was shown in the previous chapter. Meanwhile, for 

the binary system of ITIC/Y5, shown in Figure 45, the only remaining explanation of the perfect overlap 

is nearly 100 % quenching of ITIC by Y5, through energy transfer. This finding is independent of the 

previous quenching experiments.  

This method is meant to give a qualitative first impression of the possible mechanisms and is not 

capable to return quantitative results of the underlying processes. Therefore, the findings need to be 

further confirmed with TAS studies.  

4.4.5 Transient Absorption Spectroscopy (TAS) Studies 

Based on the previous investigations the goal of the TAS measurements is to better understand the 

underlying processes. The aim is to investigate the limitations to the efficiency through interaction of 

the different components. The measurements were aimed at investigating exciton formation and 

charge transfer processes. Therefore, measurements of PTQ10, binary samples and the ternary sample 

were performed.  

AAbbssoorrppttiioonn  SSppeeccttrraa  ooff  BBiinnaarryy  SSyysstteemmss  

The absorption spectra of the binary system help to discuss the TAS data. The normalized data is 

shown in Figure 46, where in each spectrum black shows the absorption of the binary systems, while 

red and blue indicate donor and acceptor contributions, respectively. 
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Figure 46: UV-Vis Absorption of binary systems.  

EElleeccttrroocchheemmiiccaall  DDaattaa  

Charge Transfer can be seen in TAS measurements through emerging of product absorption peaks at 

wavelengths characteristic for reductive and oxidative species, respectively. To be able to compare this 

signal, spectroelechtrochemical data is vital. The data of reduced ITIC, shown in Figure 47 was taken 

from Liu et al. (8) and the data of Y5, shown in Figure 48 was provided by the research group of 

Professor Haining Tian at Uppsala University.  

 

Figure 47: Spectroelectrochemical data of ITIC (8). 
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Figure 48: Spectroelectrochemical data of Y5. 

PPTTQQ1100  

In Figure 49 the TA spectra of PTQ10 are shown. The strong negative signal between 450 and 650 nm 

is the GSB of PTQ10 as it overlaps well with the absorption spectra, shown in Figure 42. 

Excited state absorption (ESA) can be observed between 620 to above 750 nm, where half of it 

dissipates within 40 ps, but still shows some absorption even after 1 ns. The rather long-lived excited 

state is an indication of the good photocatalytic activity of PTQ10.  

 

Figure 49: TAS of PTQ10 Pdots at an excitation wavelength of 510 nm. 

Enlargement of the spectrum (Figure 49 left) shows an infinite persisting component. Its kinetic trace is 

shown in Figure 50. The global analysis returns a sum of three kinetic decays with a very fast one at 

3 ps, while half of it decays in 73 ps, and a portion of 15 % shows a rather long lifetime of over 1 ns. 
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Figure 50: Kinetic trace of PTQ10 at 650 nm. 

PPTTQQ1100//IITTIICC    

As discussed before, PTQ10/ITIC is a type I straddling gap, where energy and charge transfer can 

occur from PTQ10 to ITIC.  

Steady state studies showed very high quenching of PTQ10 with ITIC, which suggests effective charge 

or energy transfer. However, since the emission spectra of PTQ10 and ITIC are overlapping too 

strongly, no prior steady state experiments could help to differentiate between energy or charge 

transfer.  

The TAS data of the binary system PTQ10/ITIC with a pump wavelength of 510 nm is shown in Figure 

51.  
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Figure 51: TAS of PTQ10/ITIC binary pdots at an excitation wavelength of 510 nm 
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The pump was mainly exciting PTQ10, which is why predominantly GSB of PTQ10 can be observed. 

However, effective energy transfer from PTQ10 to ITIC should show the emergence of GSB from ITIC, 

appearing between 650 and 700 nm, while GSB of PTQ10 slowly dissipates. Energy transfer might be 

very slow here, which is why the experiments of maximum 5 ns could have been too short to detect 

the transfer process, happening from PTQ10 to ITIC. To confirm this, further measurements need to 

be performed aiming for longer time frames.  

The spectroelectrochemical data in Figure 47 shows that ESA of reduced ITIC would be expected 

around 500 nm. Unfortunately, this can not be confirmed as GSB of PTQ10 overlaps with ESA of 

reduced ITIC.  

The normalized kinetics of ESA between 620 and 750 nm were compared with normalized ESA kinetics 

of single PTQ10 nanoparticles in Figure 52. The faster decay of the binary system probably indicates 

the presence of energy or charge transfer from PTQ10 to ITIC, as it provides another decay path and 

therefore accelerates the decay of the excited PTQ10. This would confirm the assumptions from the 

steady state quenching experiments. However, as mentioned before, neither energy nor electron 

transfer could have been identified in the TA spectra.  
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Figure 52: Normalized kinetic traces of PTQ10 pdots (red) and PTQ10/ITIC binary pdots (blue) at an absorption of 650 nm 

The kinetic decay of the GSB is shown in Figure 53. Global analysis returns a sum of three decays with 

lifetimes of 42 % of 33 ps, 37 % of 1.5 ps and 22 % of 346 ps.  
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Figure 53: Kinetic trace of GSB of PTQ10/ITIC pdots at 510 nm 

To summarize, the kinetics data indicated the quenching of PTQ10 by ITIC through energy and/or 

charge transfer, which is consistent with the steady state quenching data, however excited or reduced 

ITIC could not have been identified. Excited ITIC could be further investigated by extending the 

experimental time frame, to over 10 ns, to observe possible slow energy transfer. However, reduced 

ITIC, would be difficult to identify with TAS, since a dominant GSB of PTQ10 overlaps with a rather 

weak ESA signal of reduced ITIC. 

PPTTQQ1100//YY55  

Analogously to PTQ10/ITIC, steady state experiments also showed high quenching of PTQ10 in 

presence of Y5. The comparison of excitation and absorption spectra suggested contribution of charge 

transfer. The TAS data of the binary system PTQ10/Y5 at a pump wavelength of 510 nm (PTQ10 

absorption) is shown in Figure 54. Again, the GSB of PTQ10 can be seen between 470 and 650 nm, as 

well as ESA of PTQ10 at 620 to 750 nm.  

Again, for efficient energy transfer from PTQ10 to Y5, one would expect GSB of Y5, at wavelengths 

over 650 nm. However, no GSB can be identified. Slow energy transfer at times longer than 10 ns could 

again explain why no energy transfer can be observed. Furthermore, the binary PTQ10/Y5 Pdots have 

a mass ratio of 1:5.6. This results in a rather poor absorption of the less represented PTQ10, seen in 

Figure 54. For further measurements either the mass ratio or the overall concentration of the sample 

should be increased to enable better absorption.  

The spectroelectrochemical data of Y5 in Figure 48 shows possible signals of reduced and oxidized Y5 

either below 400 nm or above 750 nm, which unfortunately both lie outside the investigated spectral 

region and could therefore not be detected.  
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Figure 54: TAS of PTQ10/Y5 at an excitation wavelength of 510 nm 

To summarize, due to the low concentration of PTQ10 in the binary system the TAS data could not 

confirm energy or charge transfer processes. For further studies the overall concentration of the sample 

needs to be increased, and the spectral region should be enlarged to below 400 nm to be able to detect 

ESA of reduced Y5.  

IITTIICC//YY55  

Figure 55  shows the TAS data of the binary system ITIC/Y5. The energy/charge transfer studies in the 

previous chapter predicted 100 % energy transfer from ITIC to Y5, so no formation of reduced species 

should be observed.  

Again, the mass ratio of ITIC:Y5 of 1:4.6 leads to low absorption of the donor molecule ITIC. 

Furthermore, the overall absorption of this binary system is not high at the pump wavelength of 510 nm, 

as shown in Figure 46. This is why only small GSB signals of ITIC and Y5 can be observed in the TAS 

data shown in Figure 55. In general, the similar absorption profiles of ITIC and Y5 make it difficult to 

investigate transfer processes between them, which might also limit future attempts to study them.   
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Figure 55: TAS of ITIC/Y5 at an excitation wavelength of 510 nm 
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TTeerrnnaarryy  ((PPTTQQ1100//IITTIICC//YY55))  

The TAS data of the ternary system at a pump wavelength of 510 nm is shown in Figure 56 and the 

data with a pump wavelength of 590 nm is shown in Figure 57. An excitation wavelength of 510 nm 

should predominantly excite PTQ10, while an excitation wavelength of 590 nm can partly be absorbed 

by all components.  

The excitation at 510 nm shows the characteristic GSB of PTQ10 like in the previous examples. The 

pump laser at 590 nm induces a stronger GSB at 600 nm, where both PTQ10 and ITIC absorb, while 

the peak at 550 nm only comes from PTQ10, which is now less dominant. Both show ESA at 620 to 

750 nm, and again an infinite component remains even at 8 ns.  

Again, the formation of reduced species cannot be identified, since they either lie outside the obtained 

spectral range or they overlap with a predominant GSB.  
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Figure 56: TAS spectra of ternary system at an excitation wavelength of 510 nm 
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Figure 57: TAS spectra of ternary system at an excitation wavelength of 590 nm 
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5 Conclusion & Outlook 

The research of organic catalysts for water splitting reactions is still in an early stage. However, the fast 

progress in the past decade has shown the vast potential in this field. Studying new efficient systems is 

key to a better fundamental understanding of the underlying processes. These findings will help to 

further advance this method and establish it as an effective way for green hydrogen production. 

In this work a new ternary system with the components PTQ10, ITIC and Y5 was presented, which 

showed a HER of 66.5 mmol g-1 h-1 or 1.82 mL g-1 h-1. The system was also tested on the efficiency of 

its binary and single subgroups. A remarkable result was observed for single Y5 Pdots, which showed 

an efficiency close to the ternary system. This indicated that efficient Pdots without heterojunctions 

can be produced. However, the extraordinary efficiency of Y5 needs to be further investigated, to 

understand its full potential.  

Quenching of the components in vicinity of other components was investigated through steady state 

spectroscopy on binary Pdots. This showed highly effective quenching of PTQ10 with both ITIC and 

Y5, which indicated efficient energy and/or charge transfer. Furthermore, steady state experiments 

with the binary system PTQ10 and Y5 indicated a combination of charge and energy transfer. The 

same combination was suggested for PTQ10 with ITIC. The comparison of normalized kinetic data 

between single PTQ10 and binary PTQ10/ITIC, suggested the presence of energy and/or charge 

transfer, which was also indicated by the quenching experiments. However, this could not have been 

completely confirmed with the TAS data.  

The utilization of multicomponent Pdots offers two distinct advantages for photocatalytic applications. 

Firstly, they exhibit complementary absorption spectra, facilitating the maximization of the quantum 

yield from incoming photons. Secondly, the introduction of heterojunctions reduces recombination 

rates by facilitating charge transfer, resulting in the formation of long-lived reduced and oxidized states 

that can initiate further redox reactions. 

In this work, it was demonstrated that individual components within a multicomponential system do 

not need to be efficient photocatalysts by themselves to enhance the overall efficiency. This was 

exemplified through the investigation of PTQ10. When tested as single PTQ10 Pdots in photocatalytic 

experiments, the efficiency was found to be poor. However, the inclusion of PTQ10 in the ternary 

system PTQ10/ITIC/Y5 significantly improved the overall efficiency compared to the binary Pdots 

system ITIC/Y5. This improvement can be attributed to PTQ10's absorption of light at lower 

wavelengths, thereby increasing the quantum yield of the entire system. 

Moreover, steady-state spectroscopy experiments provided valuable insights into the efficient energy 

transfer from PTQ10 to ITIC and Y5 within the multicomponent system, confirming the mechanism 

responsible for the enhanced photocatalytic efficiency. 
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Even though some clear conclusions could be drawn by the methods presented in this work, there is 

still great potential in further investigation of this system. The TAS experiments were performed without 

photodeposited Pt. The next step is to investigate the transfer mechanism between the different 

components to Pt, which is also vital for the efficiency. Liu et al. have studied a similar system with and 

without Pt (8). The TAS data showed a longer lived GSB, indicating that Pt helps reduce charge 

recombination. Furthermore, the exact structure and its impact on the efficiency could be studied for 

example with Cryo-TEM. Ultimately, achieving optimization will likely depend on the continuous 

advancement of organic photocatalysts, as well as their right implementation within an interacting 

system.  
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Appendix 

 

Figure 58: Emission vs Absorption calibration curve of PTQ10 for emission wavelengths at 654 nm 

 

Figure 59: Emission vs Absorption calibration curve of ITIC at 591 nm 
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Figure 60: Emission vs Absorption calibration curve of ITIC at 676 nm 

 

Figure 61: Emission vs Absorption calibration curve of Y5 
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